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Abstract

Objectives: This paper presents a framework or approach for prioritizing the requirements for an ERP Implementation.
Method: Proposed a novel framework or algorithm which calculates and ranks for the requirements based on priority rules such as ROI, available alternatives. Findings: The algorithm considers requirements as inputs and outputs the priority of processes in ERP Implementation. Improvement: The work can be extended to find the new variables and coefficient of performance or inclusion of constraints and paired requirements.
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1. Introduction

Software development is more than coding and implementation of COTS in the current scenario. It not only consists of philosophies, principles, frameworks and documentations to ensure the product conforms to desired requirements and quality standards but also includes completing the project on schedule, on budget. Software development process is increasing reliance on stakeholders’. Requirements prioritization is one of the principles used in software development. There are several requirement analysis methods or patterns those acts as framework to ensure better communication and flow of domain knowledge. Requirements prioritization is a complex decision making process with multi criteria and multivariable. It is necessary to put requirements in priority to meet the cost, schedule and quality. Requirements perceived critical and important should be given priority over the other requirements. Software developed using the pre prioritized requirements will prove to be better in design, architecture, coding, release planning and schedule, and also meets the preference of stakeholders, thus increasing the chance of acceptance.

Requirements can be categorized on the basis of client’s will and command if the requirements are frozen in the initial phases of the project. However, due to progressive elaboration and requirements discoveries most of the requirements falling in “must” are only picked up and requirements falling in “should” or “could” are usually avoided.

With authors’ personal experience on Traditional and new methodologies such as Lean and Agile, authors have identified that stakeholders don’t have any mechanism by which they can categorize or prioritize the requirements. The problem becomes grave when it comes down to ERP Implementation which involves configuration, customization and great deal of change management with customer acceptance. The current article talks about the algorithm to prioritize the requirements for ERP Implementations. The algorithm proposed can be used normal software projects.

2. Algorithm

ERP/COTS or any other application consists of processes, functionalities, features. The functionalities and features
are part of a process usually. The purpose of the algorithm is to categorize the requirements into a prioritize sequence based on business value, effort and alternative available. Following terms and considerations should be understood before understanding the algorithm.

- **Business value**: Is usually perceived as user value or ROI (Return Of Investment). In the start of the project the requirements are known at higher level and the business value is always a perceived value and may not be the exact dollar value of the ROI of the process.

- **Effort**: To configure or code the process in the application plays a vital criterion. Processes of high business values and low effort are delightful and should be given higher priority over the others.

- **Reusability**: The features and functionalities or even the process cannot be denied in application. Usually, applications have the processes which are reusable in the other processes too. The Reusability is calculated as R = n+1, where n is the number of times feature is getting reused in the application. For example, if F1 is reusable in 2 process than the R will be 2+1 = 3.

- **Alternatives**: Sometimes processes or functionalities can be achieved through other means without development of current functionality. For example, an order booking button and Order Booking Batch does the same work. Though, Order booking button does the operations real time and Batch does it on frequency of 5 mins but the process does not stop and Order Booking Button has alternative. The Alternative value is calculated as A= n+1, where n is the number of alternatives available.

The prioritization algorithm is based on the user experience and the philosophy that Process with features with high business values and low customization/configuration should be given the priority over others.

\[
\text{FPN} \propto \frac{\text{Business Value}}{\text{Effort}} \quad (1)
\]

Based on the authors’ practical experience in IT industry, authors feel that if a feature can be reused should be given high priority over others and, if a feature or functionality has alternatives available, and can be achieved without developing the functionality, should be given low priority over others which don’t have alternatives available. Thus,

\[
\text{FPN} \propto \frac{\text{Reusability}}{\text{Alternatives}} \quad (2)
\]

With Equation 1 and Equation 2, it can be easily deduced as –

\[
\text{FPN} = k \left( \frac{\text{Business Value} \times \text{Reusability}}{\text{Effort} \times \text{Alternatives}} \right) \quad (3)
\]

Where k is coefficient of proportion. For the simplicity k is assumed to be 1.

Thus –

\[
\text{FPN} = k \left( \frac{\text{Business Value} \times \text{Reusability}}{\text{Effort} \times \text{Alternatives}} \right) \quad \text{ (Eq 4)}
\]

The proposed prioritization rule is "To prioritize the processes with the highest ratio of importance to actual effort will be prioritized first and skipping user stories that are "too big" for current release".

The various steps in the calculations of Priority are –

- List all the Processes to be implemented. Suppose P is the process i.e. there P₁, P₂, P₃, ...., Pₙ
- List all the Sub Processes in a Process. Suppose Process P₁ has n number of sub process S₁P₁, S₂P₁, S₃P₁, ...., SnP₁
- List all the Features embedded in Functionalities and Independent features in a Sub Process. Suppose Sub Process SP₁ has embedded features EF₁₁, EF₁₂, EF₁₃, ...., EF₁n and independent features IF₁₁, IF₁₂, IF₁₃, ...., IF₁n
- Identify the Business Value in agreed term of each feature (both embedded and independent). Let Vᵢ be the business value of a feature Fᵢ
- Identify the Effort in agreed terms to build each feature (both embedded and independent). Let Eᵢ be the effort of a feature Fᵢ
- Identify the Reusability of each feature (both embedded and independent). Let Rᵢ be the Reusability of a feature Fᵢ in other features. For example if F1 is reusable in 2 processes than the R will be 2+1 = 3.
- Identify the if the feature has an alternative feature. Let Aᵢ be the alternatives available for a feature Fᵢ.
- Calculate FPN with formula - FPN = (RᵢVᵢ)/(EᵢAᵢ).
- Repeat the above step for all Embedded and Independent Functions
- Calculate the Sub Process Priority Number as SPN = \[\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{EF} \text{FPN} + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{IF} \text{FPN}\]
- Calculate the PPN as PPN = \[\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{SPN}\]
- Order the data as PPN >PPNi+1

Two processes P₁ and P₂ are ranked using the
algorithm in the Table 1. Process P1 has higher PPN then Process P2 and hence P1 is ranked higher than P2.

### 3. Conclusion and Future Work

The purpose of the research is to present the solution to the problem based by most of the customers implementing ERP. Above algorithm has yielded good prioritized requirements in the testing environment. The above algorithm uses few of the variables such as Business Value (calculated in dollar terms), reusability and alternatives (which can be calculated after proper analysis) which are person dependent. Further research can be done to find the new variables and coefficient of performance or inclusion of constraints and paired requirements.
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